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International Game Technology (IGT) - Get Report shares have fallen nearly 27% since the company issued less exciting guidance during the release of its July 22 earnings, but shares reversed on Monday after CIBC World Markets updated the slot machine maker. CIBC analyst William Schmitt upgraded his rating to
outperform the sector, the highest brokerage sector, from an imperfect sector, to its lowest level, saying current sales offer a solid entry point for long-term investors. While the once-torched growth in IGT's division has finally begun to slow, analysts said investors unfairly punished the shares, which rose $1.84, or 6.1%, to
$31.89 on the news. IGT is a quality company with solid long-term capabilities, Schmitt said in a note, adding later: The guidance offered by management during the third quarter earnings call seems too conservative, which we believe is prudent given the ongoing uncertainty around the timing and scale of new cars in
California, Pennsylvania and the UK. Over the past few years, IGT has experienced significant growth as casino operators have switched to cashless machines that spit out receipts instead of coins. While a number of new markets such as Big E are expected to move growth forward, the timing of the opening of these
markets has been uncertain as regulators debate game laws. At the same time, the replacement cycle is wandering, comparisons are growing rigidly and the number of IGT shipping machines has begun to fall. The slowdown in sales has already begun. In the third quarter, IGT sold 35,100 vehicles, up from 37,500 a
year ago, but with gross margins expanding to 54% from 48% a year ago, the drop in sales did not affect profits. Going forward, IGT said it would grow revenues by 15% annually over the next few years, but only ship between 75,000 and 80,000 vehicles in fiscal year 2005, up from about 90,000 vehicles in fiscal year
2004. The drop in the number of cars sold is disappointing for many investors, who have been banking on torpedo gaming space growth and pushed IGT shares to record highs above $47 in mid-April. With so much speculation in IGT shares - and with Merrill Lynch downgrading the company to sell last week after last
week's sales guidance - investors are rushing to exit. Bears says there can be no reason to buy the company's shares for a while because its guidance on earnings per share over the next few quarters is essentially flat, from 30 cents to 35 cents per share. It was only in the second half of 2005, when product sales
increased from california's recent expansion of gaming launches, that the company showed great growth. But such a boom-bust cycle in IGT shares is nothing new - and as a number of brokerage services, including CIBC, Susquehanna Financial Group and Roth Capital Partners, told investors - the sale represents a
good one purchase, given the fact that this is a matter of and not if new markets open for IGT. Since 1999, we've counted six gut sales at IGT as recently as recently, said Eric Hausler, an analyst at Susquehanna. Historically, they have nullified valuations at a reasonable baseline, discounted our speculation about game
expansion not yet in numbers and provided a good opportunity for long-term shareholders. The iPhone has always been a great place for gamers, but the Apple Arcade puts a new spin on things. After a free monthly trial, your subscription costs $5 per month, but this fee gives you and your family unlimited access to an
amazing country of great games without in-app subscriptions or ads. The service is launched with more than 100 new and exclusive games, along with several familiar names from other platforms, and much more are added all the time. Apple Arcade works on the iPhone, iPad and Apple TV, as well as on the Mac and
iPod Touch. To help you get started, we have chosen our favorite, creamy crop. These are the best Apple Arcade games you can play right now. You can also check out our picks for the best iPhone games. Further reading Lego Builder's Journey Select, turning, moving and inserting familiar Lego blocks in the right
places to build structures and create paths for your simple character to navigate through each level. At first glance, you will be reminded of monument valley, as the Journey of the Builder has a similarly relaxing look and a high level of Polish with soothing sonic landscapes to match, but in most cases this puzzle game is
simpler. Here is a wonderful story, and the game remains true to the Lego ethos, giving you complete freedom to spin your diors and find your own solution for each puzzle. You can experiment and see what works. For Lego fans, the perfect sound effects bring the game out of bricks, and they click on a place with
satisfying movement that echoes the feeling of physical bricks, making it all instantly accessible and causing Lego children's sessions. If something is wrong here, it is a relatively short length and a limited appeal for repetition. Pilgrims This deliciously dark adventure game with a point and a click is beautifully made with
an incredibly bizarre art style and quirky music. You have to explore the map, meet the odd characters as you go, and figure out how to get what you need to progress. For example, a local s notch wants boiled fish in exchange for a bottle of vodka, but everything becomes much stranger than that. Animations, sound
effects and voice action make the testing process – how you try different objects on different characters – is really fun and sometimes fun. Controls are simple touches, and objects and symbols that connect to you are marked with cards and stacked in inventory at the bottom of the screen; It's a smart, simple design that
works great on an iPhone or iPad. The creators, Amanita Design, were a creative force behind mahinarium and samosty. Because there with so many possible interactions and 45 achievements to collect, the pilgrims also offer good replay value. A varied garden playing through this one. C-inspired M. Escher geometric
world of puzzles requires you to let go of your prejudices about shapes and how they fit together. You can shift gravity by touching the wall, and each perspective is assigned a different color. There are switches and things to pick up or activate, but working out how to get from point A to point B can be surprisingly difficult.
Sometimes it is a little restless and intimidated, because your perspective is constantly shifting, opens up new opportunities, but it is also gentle and devoid of any real threat, so you can experiment and explore at your own pace. Developer William Chir has spent seven years developing this game, and it is visually
stunning, with stunning puzzles that require patience. It's not an experience to hurry, it's better to take your time, look around and properly survey your surroundings before choosing your way. Super Mega Mini Party If you are looking for entertainment for several players, then you will find eight fast and crazy mini-games
offered here that support up to four players. You can create a party and invite friends, or team up with strangers online to compete for a mini-skill game. The games are all very different, but they are easy to play on a touch-controlled iPhone. There's a game to go through dynamite, you can try to sink each other with well-
placed cannonballs in the high seas and you can explode in space to try to save the astronaut. Many are based on familiar, popular games with simple mechanics that they have in common, what they do for comic competition. Super Mega Mini Party is the most fun when you play with friends in the same room. This is a
family room with a cute, cartoonish art style and silly sound effects. Developer Red Games promised to add more mini-games and characters soon. WHAT'S GOLF? Billed as Golf for people who hate golf this clever puzzle game is extremely fun and it embarrasses your expectations at every turn. At first glance, it seems
like golf seven, but once you start playing surprises come thick and fast. The only thing that remains unchanged is the basic mechanics of pulling, aiming and releasing, which is ideal for touch control. The fact that you are actually shooting on the screen, your view of it, and the obstacles in your path everything changes
from one level to the next. It's beautifully presented, with lots of wit of gags that will make you laugh out loud, and lots of gaming links and tributes. There are a lot of puzzles to beat, some easy, some really tough, but you don't have to beat everything to progress, so if you stumble, you can just move on. While some
Apple Arcade games are best used on an iPad with a gaming device, this is the perfect game to play on your iPhone. Sayonara Wild Beautifully animated and well designed, this game game attracts you and does not let go. You'll be running, flying and directing skateboards, motorcycles and even olney through a sleek,
super stylish, psychedelic, indie pop dreamscape that pulsates along with music. As if you are driving a girl with a broken heart as she runs through spectacular neon landscapes, grabbing heart-shaped shards, avoiding obstacles and trying to defeat enemies. There is also a card styling of Taro and the story of Queen
Latifa. The gameplay will heal because it challenges you to crap your taps and hold correctly, but offers to forgive instant replays if you are spoiled. Obviously inspired by Rees, this game leans a little more towards style than substance, but it's so beautifully made and such an exciting pleasure that it's worth at least one
game pass that should only take you about an hour, although chances are you'll be back still. Oceanhorn 2: Knights of the Lost Kingdom Original Oceanhorn was a fantastic RPG adventure that challenged you to grow from a boy into a legend and it's further bigger and better. There are treasure-filled dungeons to
plunder, quests to complete, and the old enemies to conquer. In Gaia, you will play as a noble, young knight tasked with defeating Warlock Mesmeroth and his aniling hordes. Fortunately, you have a little help, some time, in the form of a samurai robot named Gen and granddaughter of a leader arcadia Archimedes
named Trin. The gameplay of the hack slash is occasionally broken by a puzzle that teases the brain. With a cute art style and a sense of wonder, it's clearly inspiring to Zelda, but it's not bad and it was thoughtfully designed to provide enough tasks to touch you without ever feeling frustrated. Chu Chu Rocket Universe
This bizarre action puzzle is all about guideing astronaut mice to a rocket that will take them to safety by being careful to avoid obstacles, traps and cats. Mice have their own minds, so you have to carefully build a safe passageway and then set them on track to see if your plan has worked out. A series of planets is
gradually increasing, from flat to 3D environments, with ever-increasing complexity and new mechanics including teleporters and switches. Keeping your mice alive requires some thoughtful route planning, but you can always try again if something is wrong. Whether you remember the original Chu Chu Rocket on
Dreamcast or not, it's easy to pick up and turns out to be an exciting puzzle game. Skate City you may be more inclined to try it if you, or have been, a skater, but you really don't need to know ollie with your elbow to pick it up. Skate through the cityscapes in this side-scrolling title, holding on to the screen to build up
speed and hold in different directions to pull off stunts. Mastering deadlines is a tricky part at first glance, but it's becoming increasingly challenging as you progress. Fortunately, some solid mechanics, including the need to balance when grinding, make for a relatively soft and there is a free skiing mode You prefer to do
your own thing. You'll start in L.A., but you'll get to ride in Barcelona and Oslo later. Everyone looks great and combines well with chilled bill and weather effects to create an atmosphere. Where cards drop is a stunningly beautiful and thoughtful puzzle game where drop cards are an unacceptable Apple Arcade title. Your
task is to guide the unnamed protagonist through a number of levels, helping him to get from point A to point B and you can collapse and expand the house of cards to help you do so. The muse is a little more about the weird cutscenes in between and you can see that it's a journey through time as well as space. It's a
dreamy tale that riffs on the importance of memories, but it's also an attractive spatial puzzle that will allow you to swipe and pinch to try to open the way forward. Naturally, your journey becomes more difficult and requires more thoughts, the further you progress. Sneaky Sasquatch Can you guide the adorable Sasquatch
through a large park and make sure it comes rough enough to keep it alive without pushing campers or attracting the angry attention of a park ranger? It's tougher than it sounds, but you'll definitely have a lot of fun trying. Fortunately, the raccot will guide you, a bear who will buy excess food for cash, and all sorts of
convenient equipment to buy or rob. Stealth gameplay is really fun and intuitive, the art style is charmingly cute, and there's even a comprehensive storyline that slowly unfolds when you plunder a place blind. This is a useful Yogi Bear-style pleasure for the whole family, and it becomes more thriable and silier as it
happens. Spek you really have to play this puzzle game to get your head around it. Screenshots of a rare art style simply don't pass the task here as you work your way through a string of colorful puzzles that mince with each other as you tackle them, directing your point to collect fragments and avoid dangers. This is a
stylish experience that requires you to think in terms of 3D space and objects, even if all you have on the screen is a 2D representation. Cat Quest 2 Is a themed, action-fiction RPG – and you really don't need to know anymore. With charmingly cute graphics and plenty of fun cat pun paired with a surprisingly deep,
classic RPG underneath, Cat Quest 2 is purring for a place of mobile gaming. This time, doggo accompanies our feline protagonist and you can switch between them or, better yet, play cooperative with a friend. There are magical powers to acquire, or you can accumulate heavy armor and a dangerous arsenal as you
plunder dungeons, fight a huge range of different monsters, and try to use the environment to your advantage. You will enjoy Cat Quest better as a cooperative experience and this is a great game for kids and adults, yes. Once you start your Cat Quest 2 journey, you will never want to leave the dreamy world (and
beyond). Be careful if you are tired of arcade games and Travel, Gather with care may be the best option for you. Playing like Mary, you have to touch and drag things across the screen to recover them in this refreshingly different puzzle game. Your task is to work on cameras and cassette recorders and several other
objects - there are 13 in total. The game is somewhat reminiscent of the Room series, but every item you take and re-connect reveals something about the owner. Over time, it turns out that you not only fix the object itself, but also the owners and their relationships. It is an a lurking game to play with a wonderful style of
art and animation, appropriate music and voice acting, as well as some unexpectedly poignant moments. If you want something relaxing and enjoyable, Assemble With Care will serve you well. Butter Royale There are many options for a royal battle to play on your iPhone such as Fortnite and PUBG Mobile, among
others. But if you are looking for a quick fix for games, Butter Royale, a game that revolves around fighting food, is a great alternative. The rounds in this game last less than five minutes, and the mobile-friendly app makes it easy to play by waiting in the queue or in the doctor's office. The goal at Butter Royal is simple: to
be the only survivor on Butter Island. Players have over 50 game characters to choose from before moving on to the sprawling battlefield. You will face 31 other players to survive in the island arena game. Although it is a mobile game, Butter Royale boasts several game modes and hundreds of unlocked items.
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